DATA MIGRATION SERVICES
TriMech’s Data Migration Service is for all customers – whether a new or existing SOLIDWORKS PDM system - adding data to
their vaults. We provide the service with varying levels of the Data Migration Service. These service levels have been fine-tuned
over many years and hundreds of data migrations, and our toolsets continue to evolve. Our goal is always to provide the highest
level of service to our customers.
Your data is important, so TriMech has developed proprietary tools and proven practices for data migrations to meet the
specific and growing needs of our clients. For example, TriMech employs a programming staff to allow us to react quickly to new
situations, to create tools in anticipation of new challenges, and to provide a superior migration experience.
When considering the data migration, we offer the following list of the services and features we think are important for a data
migration process:
• Minimize down time
◦◦
◦◦
◦◦
◦◦

Migration accuracy. We consistently deliver a 98% success rate for file import, which is well above industry standard
Utilize a migration validation process to find issues up-front.
Find missing SOLIDWORKS file references before the migration starts
Continue the migration when a corrupt file is encountered and continue to migrate subsequent versions of that file.

• Migrate the file history
◦◦ Add the correct User name to the file history and not just the name of the logged in user
◦◦ Work around corrupted file versions and do not completely skip versions and files
◦◦ Store non-data card properties
• Handle multiple revision schemes with one migration
◦◦ Support working copies, as well as multiple schemes (e.g.: Alpha, Alpha-Numeric, etc.)
• Cleanup file properties
◦◦ Fill in missing properties
◦◦ Consolidate properties with inconsistent label (e.g.: description and desc.)
In addition, TriMech is committed to providing detailed feedback during the process, reducing migration time, and preventing
errors that slow down the process.

The TriMech Professional Services Team is committed to provide the best possible data migration experience to our customers.
Contact TriMech Professional Services for additional information about this and other solutions for Data Management, Lifecycle
Management, and other custom programs.
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